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“The Edwards 
Business Students’ Society 

is located on Treaty 6 Territory, on the 
traditional lands of the Cree, Dene, Nakota,

Saulteaux, Ojibwe, and on the homeland of the
Métis Nation. We  respect and acknowledge the

Treaties that were made on these lands and
commit to fostering truth and reconciliation

 by working in partnership
 with the Indigenous

community.”
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When exploring other Indigenous initiatives
reports, many of the reports lacked the necessary
steps and specifics to meet the objectives that
were outlined within them. CIRCLE outlines
individual commitments, explains specific steps
that could be considered and implemented, as
well as defines indicators of success of each
commitment. Change, Inclusion, Recognition,
Collaboration, Learning, and Equity (CIRCLE)
were commitments created to align with the
Principles of Reconciliation established by The
Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada.
The Indigenous holistic framework of the 4R’s was
also taken into consideration when creating
CIRCLE. The commitments defined exemplify
respect for Indigenous knowledge, responsible
relationships, reciprocity, and relevance. Through
the consideration and implementation of 
CIRCLE, the EBSS can move forward in creating
meaningful action to decolonize and work
towards truth and reconciliation.

These recommendations are designed to
contribute to the Indigenization of Edwards
School of Business by creating an environment
where Indigenous culture and tradition are
celebrated, respected, and evident. Our goal is
to ensure that Indigenous students will feel
welcomed, comfortable, and capable of success.
CIRCLE aims at creating respectful and
meaningful relationships between Indigenous
and non-Indigenous peoples. The EBSS will
consider implementing the following actions
and steps to work towards decolonization and
to contribute to truth and reconciliation by
making the following commitments of change,
inclusion, recognition, collaboration, learning,
and equity (CIRCLE). 
 

It is important to acknowledge that allyship is a
vital part of truth and reconciliation, as truth
and reconciliation is not an isolated Indigenous
issue but a Canadian issue. Being an effective
ally equips us with the tools and knowledge to
work alongside Indigenous peoples to create a
better future for all. Allyship is based on being
open to communication and continually
educating yourself on the history and issues of
those being marginalized. An effective ally

ABOUT THE

RECOMMENDATION

INTRODUCTION

BEING AN ALLY

views it as their responsibility to speak up
against unfair actions and uses it as an
opportunity to educate. An ally recognizes their
privilege and does not draw attention to what
they have done to support a marginalized group.
Allies should never speak for Indigenous
peoples and instead support and work together
with the Indigenous community. Allyship
connects us as Treaty people and creates space
for the communication and the understanding
needed to create positive change.

CIRCLE AS A STRATEGY

D A T E  P R O P O S E D
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2020
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Status Indians in Canada, from 1876 to 1985, would automatically lose their
rights as an Indigenous person when working towards earning a university
degree or becoming a professional.

The EBSS is part of an institution that is rooted in a colonial system, where the
attendance of post-secondary education once caused Indigenous peoples to
lose their status. As the representative association of undergraduate students
at Edwards School of Business of the University of Saskatchewan, we must
acknowledge and act in our role of ensuring that we foster a community within
Edwards, where Indigenous students are empowered and are not restricted by
barriers faced in the past.

“Enfranchisement of any First Nation admitted to university (1880 amendment)

99.(1) Any Indian who may be admitted to the degree of Doctor of Medicine,
or to any other degree by any University of Learning, or who may be
admitted in any Province of the Dominion to practise law either as an
Advocate or as a Barrister or Counsellor, or Solicitor or Attorney or to be a
Notary Public, or who may enter Holy Orders, or who may be licensed by
any denomination of Christians as a Minister of the Gospel, may upon
petition to the Superintendent-General, ipso facto become and be
enfranchised under the provisions of this Act; and the Superintendent-
General may give him a suitable allotment of land from the lands belonging
to the band of which he is a member.”

-Indian Act, 1876
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The implementation of CIRCLE will contribute to increasing the retention of Indigenous
students within the Edwards School of Business. Edwards School of Business’s Indigenous
student retention rate is 5.3% less than that of their overall retention rate. Indigenous
students make up 11.06% of the student population within Edwards, so it is crucial to create
an inclusive and equitable environment where Indigenous students feel that they have the
support needed to achieve. The enrolment of Indigenous students is also increasing so it is
important that we work to retain incoming Indigenous students.

Incorporating traditional Indigenous practices and encouraging student involvement in
Indigenous events will increase the cultural sensitivity of Edwards students. This increase of
Indigenization and cultural learning opportunities benefits not only Indigenous
students by enabling them to feel a sense of belonging within Edwards, but also encourages
non-Indigenous students to develop cultural respect and understanding that will
significantly aid in their future careers. 

The EBSS will demonstrate effective allyship through the actualization of CIRCLE.  Non-
Indigenous Edwards students will be able to learn how to be an ally, preparing them for
future partnerships in the marketplace, as well as giving them beneficial tools for future
leadership positions and opportunities. Learning to be an effective ally is an important
aspect of the world of business.

The recommendations outlined in CIRCLE will help Indigenous students to see a place for
themselves within Edwards School of Business. CIRCLE is not just an expression of
commitment, but rather the implementation of actions to work towards decolonization. The
implementation of CIRCLE expresses that the EBSS is genuinely committed to truth and
reconciliation. 

The EBSS is situated on Treaty 6 Territory, so it is important that we pay our respect to
the traditional territory and history of the land that we are located on. Implementing CIRCLE
will allow the EBSS to express our respect and acknowledge the history of Indigenous
peoples, which is an integral part of working towards reconciliation.

The City of Saskatoon is also working towards similar initiatives to CIRCLE of providing
educating and learning opportunities on Indigenous history, so it is important that we as
attendees of the University of Saskatchewan and members of the Saskatoon community,
follow a similar course of action.  By implementing CIRCLE, the EBSS will set a precedent for
other student groups to follow and have the opportunity to be leaders of change.
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WHY IMPLEMENT CIRCLE?

NON-INDIGENOUS
STUDENTS FORM 

A CULTURAL
UNDERSTANDING

THAT AID THEM IN 
 FUTURE 
CAREERS

INDIGENOUS
STUDENTS FEEL

SUPPORTED 
 BECAUSE OF AN  

INCLUSIVE
EDWARDS

ENVIRONMENT

EDWARDS
STUDENTS AND
EBSS MEMBERS
ARE EFFECTIVE

ALLIES TO
INDIGENOUS

PEOPLES
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INCREASED
RETENTION OF

INDIGENOUS
STUDENTS WITHIN
EDWARDS SCHOOL

OF BUSINESS

For more information on the City of Saskatoon’s Indigenous Initiatives, see  https://www.saskatoon.ca/community-culture-
heritage/cultural-diversity/indigenous-initiatives.

1

1

THE EBSS 
RESPECTS AND

ACKNOWLEDGES
THE TRADITIONAL

INDIGENOUS
LANDS THAT THEY

ARE LOCATED 
ON

THE EBSS
IMPLEMENTS

SIMILAR INITIATIVES
TO THOSE

IMPLEMENTED BY
THE CITY OF
SASKATOON



The symbol of the circle holds significance in
Indigenous culture. The circle represents unity and

equity. It illustrates how all things are interconnected
and dependent on one another. The balance created by

the circle is essential to living harmoniously.

P A G E  0 7Commitments of
CIRCLE

Collaboration

Change

Recognition

Equity

Learning

Inclusion



Review and consider implementing the following recommendations to

Create a system and form of communication to track progress, to ensure actions are being

implemented and indicators are being met

Express a commitment to Truth and Reconciliation

The highest level of authority within the Internal Portfolio will address racial injustices with

the utmost urgency and will develop a procedure for addressing these issues and for

conducting disciplinary action. The EBSS understands that racism and racial discrimination

is strictly prohibited and just cause for dismissal

Create a meaningful land acknowledgment that honours Indigenous history

Make an addition to the EBSS Bylaws or to the appropriate document, stating that the

Director of Indigenous Initiatives must be held by an Indigenous student. Preference for the

position will also be given to a Headperson of IBSS. This change is to be made by 2021.

     work towards decolonization and truth and reconciliation 

IN PURSUIT OF TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION,
WE WILL COMMIT TO IMPLEMENTING THE NECESSARY

CHANGES TO ENSURE AN EQUITABLE, DIVERSE, AND
CULTURALLY SENSITIVE ENVIRONMENT FOR EDWARDS

STUDENTS.

CHANGE

ACTIONS:

The EBSS provides opportunities and resources that support truth and reconciliation

Implementation of initiatives that align with the TRC’s Calls to Action

Understanding that exploring Indigenous history and culture contributes to

decolonization is developed

Indigenous students feel supported and heard by the EBSS

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS:
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Indigenous representation at events such as Indigenous owned businesses at the EBSS

Formal or at job fairs 

Embed traditional Indigenous practices into events such as having drummers or dancers

at public events (where appropriate)

Increase awareness of the Rawlinson Centre through outlets such as the EBSS newsletter

and/or as a social media highlight

Indigenous-specific practices at convocation such as including a feather and a sash

ceremony

Inclusion of Indigenous speakers and elders at events such as asking an Elder to bless

the food at the EBSS formal or at the grad banquet

Work with the Edwards to encourage “self-identification” by providing students the

choice to self-identify at the beginning of each semester 

Members of the EBSS are encouraged to participate/attend Indigenous cultural events

such as rounddances and talking circles

WE COMMIT TO CREATING AN ENVIRONMENT WHERE
INDIGENOUS STUDENTS FEEL VALUED AND THEIR
CULTURE EMBRACED. WE COMMIT TO FOSTERING

OPPORTUNITIES FOR REPRESENTATION
OF INDIGENOUS CULTURE AND TRADITIONAL

PRACTICES AT EBSS EVENTS. 

INCLUSION

ACTIONS:

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS:

Increased number of Indigenous speakers and businesses at events so Indigenous

students are able to “see themselves”

Indigenous students feel empowered and seen by the EBSS

Indigenous students are more aware of the supports and resources available to them

The EBSS consults with Elders to respectfully incorporate Indigenous practices into events

Increased involvement of Indigenous participation in EBSS events and participation of

EBSS members in Indigenous events
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Recognize Treaty 6 and its Indigenous peoples (Cree, Dene, Saulteaux, Ojibwe, and

homeland of the Métis) in the opening remarks of events (excluding events based around

or with a focus on alcohol out of respect/cultural sensitivity)

Recognize Indigenous leaders and accomplishments by participating in Indigenous

Achievement Week

Recognize days acknowledging Indigenous issues and history, such as the following:

Orange Shirt Day

National Indigenous Peoples Day

National Indigenous History Month

Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women and 2-Spirit Day

Louis Riel Day

Email signatures to include a land acknowledgment

Land acknowledgments through various outlets/mediums such as on the EBSS website

Participate in outreach projects such as the following: Orange Shirt Day, Walking With Our

Sisters, Shannen’s Dream, The REDress Project, etc.

WE COMMIT TO RECOGNIZING INDIGENOUS ISSUES AND
TO CELEBRATING INDIGENOUS CONTRIBUTION AND

LEADERS. WE WILL CONVEY THROUGH ACTIONS AND
WORDS, RESPECT FOR INDIGENOUS HISTORY, CULTURE,

AND TRADITIONS BY ACKNOWLEDGING INDIGENOUS
HISTORIC DAYS AND BY RECOGNIZING EBSS PRESENCE ON

INDIGENOUS LANDS.

RECOGNITION

ACTIONS:

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS:

EBSS implementation of land acknowledgments in various forms to demonstrate respect

for the traditional lands of the Indigenous peoples

Increase of participation in outreach projects, creating meaningful community engagement

The EBSS uses its platform to educate students on Indigenous history and issues to help

support the Indigenous community

Indigenous students are recognized by the EBSS for their contributions
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Increased collaboration and partnerships with Indigenous groups such as Indigenous

student groups and Indigenous-owned businesses

Growth in the number of resources and opportunities the EBSS is able to offer to

Indigenous student

WE COMMIT TO WORKING ALONGSIDE INDIGENOUS
COMMUNITY MEMBERS, GROUPS, AND BUSINESSES TO

DIVERSIFY PARTNERSHIPS, RESOURCES, AND
OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED BY THE EBSS 

TO INDIGENOUS STUDENTS.

COLLABORATION

ACTIONS:

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS:

Work with the IBSS on resolving issues involving Edwards Indigenous students

Create an Edwards students’ specific event for Indigenous Achievement Week 

Increase the number of non-Indigenous Commerce students invited to learn about and

attend Indigenous cultural events/ceremonies

Work with IBSS to help mentor Indigenous students (buddy program)

Create volunteer opportunities at Indigenous centers such as the White Buffalo Youth

Lodge and the Saskatoon Indian and Metis Friendship Centre

Develop partnerships with Indigenous groups and businesses 

Seek out events and conferences that have an Indigenous focus or are specifically for

Indigenous students like The Gathering (ICE) and SevenGen

Work with the IBSS to create a newsletter to email to students whom self identify. along

with anyone who opts-in to receive it (EBSS members will automatically receive these

"collab newsletters")
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Develop and facilitate “Diversity and Inclusion” and “Allyship” workshops for the EBSS and

for the EBSS to offer to other Edwards students (both followed by a talking circle)

Organize the opportunity for Edwards students to participate in a Blanket Ceremony

Social media dispersion of Indigenous education (History, events, etc.,)

Organize “lunch and learns” that feature Indigenous-owned businesses and that educate

on how to respectfully negotiate with Indigenous governments and that highlight

negotiation between Indigenous and non-Indigenous businesses 

Attend cultural community events to learn and to gain a new perspective and

understanding of Indigenous culture

WE COMMIT TO CREATING A MEANINGFUL DIALOGUE
BETWEEN INDIGENOUS AND NON-INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
ABOUT INDIGENOUS ISSUES. WE COMMIT TO PROVIDING

RESOURCES AND LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES ON
INDIGENOUS TOPICS TO HELP CONTRIBUTE TO TRUTH

AND RECONCILIATION.

LEARNING

ACTIONS:

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS:

Increased cultural sensitivity and understanding within the EBSS

An increased amount of cultural learning opportunities offered to both the EBSS and to

other Edwards students
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Increased number of Indigenous students on the EBSS 

Indigenous Edwards students have the needed support from the EBSS to be successful in

their studies

Indigenous students feel that they are supported and have equitable opportunity

WE COMMIT TO ENSURING THAT INDIGENOUS
STUDENTS HAVE AN EQUITABLE OPPORTUNITY TO

RESOURCES, SERVICES, AND SUPPORTS OFFERED BY OR
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH THE EBSS.

EQUITY

ACTIONS:

INDICATORS OF SUCCESS:

Ensure that all opportunities and resources offered by the EBSS are equitable by

consulting Indigenous leaders and students 

Reach out to incoming Indigenous students such as those from transition schools like SIIT

Target incoming Indigenous students for recruitment

Email incoming Indigenous students a package that outlines specific supports and

opportunities within Edwards available for Indigenous students 
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THE WAY FORWARD

The creation of a new Diversity and Inclusion Portfolio on the EBSS would

allow for a larger focus to be placed on ensuring that the EBSS provides

equitable opportunity and supports to Edwards students. This portfolio could

work to advise other EBSS portfolios on media releases pertaining to

culturally sensitive information as well as act as support for/plan events that

celebrate the diversity of the EBSS. A process to address discrimination could

also be applied by this portfolio. This group would also have the responsibility

of implementing Indigenous initiatives, while also creating other initiatives to

help support other marginalized groups. Additionally, the role of Director of

Indigenous Initiatives could be moved to the Presidential Portfolio to support

the EBSS's dedication to implementing Indigenous Initiatives.

A FUTURE INITIATIVE
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